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Abstract 
Telecommunication Industry necessarily precludes the concept of service along with the business perspective. 
Telecommunication industry constitutes a vital part of the service sector in India. Changes in service sector have deep impact in 
shaping the business and society. The impact is positive as well as negative. The positive aspects are manifold and the negative 
aspects can be worked upon to keep them sustainable.  Telecommunication products have variety of ranges and apart from the 
business growth the telecommunication products have considerable contribution in development of the society. The 
telecommunication business is going through constant changes or up gradations and there is always a corresponding change 
realized from business point of view and hence the proportional change   witnessed by the society. The telecom companies 
through their commercial operations actively contribute to the progress of the society. In India, the rural market segment   forms a 
considerable part of the entire geography and telecom industry plays a major role in the rural development initiatives promoted 
by the Government of India in most economic way. Telecom Company in addition to the profitability business perspective in 
urban areas also contributes to the rural development resulting social welfare as well. In the initial stages the telecom business 
was mainly profit focused and the telephone was supposed to be a luxury status symbol in the society. Telecommunication 
industry has an added advantage of the latest technological developments implementation at a faster rate. The latest technological 
trends improved the information exchange process with enhanced customer satisfaction resulting into the increased profitability.  
This paper focuses on the impact of the changes in service sector in shaping the Business and Society with respect to 
telecommunication industry in India. 
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1. Introduction  
Change is the only constant thing for the telecommunication services in India. Development is a continuous process.  
Process of change is often volatile and responsive to intervention and global circumstances impacting it. In such an 
inherently dynamic situation it is convenient to assume that cross country experiences incubate the most recent seeds 
of changes. This is because at various stages of development encapsulate developmental experiences that occur with 
the passage of time. Starting from the conventional Public switched telephone network PSTN with rotary dialing 
telephones the journey of technological development crossed several milestones such as fixed wireline telephones, 
digital signaling, copper replaced with fiber, wireless technology advanced from 2G to 3G with footprints of 4G in 
major part of the country.  Layman in India nowadays can enjoy the latest mobile phones, high speed data 
connections such as 3G, wireline high speed digital subscriber lines, leased circuits on fiber connectivity etc. 4G 
implementation is under the development stage and expected to be ready to serve in near future. The pace of change 
in telecom industry is refusing to slow down and we are likely to head into more interesting times in future. The 
convergence of the voice data and video networks are having profound effects on telecommunication organizations, 
infrastructures and platforms. 
Figure 1 : Changes in telecommunication Industry 
 
 
In the past the operators had almost exclusive access to the subscribers. Operators used to procure and sell the 
handsets and provided the voice and data services to the subscribers. This meant that the handset vendors did not 
have any regular contact with the subscribers. However , now the handset are moving very fast to exploit one of 
their few unique strengths which is service distribution and discovery  on-device and therefore monetize from 
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retailing  and managing services at point-of-purchase and during in-life use. 
Earlier, carriers were the only Go-To-Market medium for the Value added service VAS providers. However, 
handset vendors (Apple, Nokia, Samsung, etc.), operating system providers (Windows and Android) and 
independent players (Get Jar) now have application stores which can not only market and distribute services but can 
also do direct billing. Mobile payments are likely to further reduce the dependence of the application stores on 
carriers for billing.  With players apart from the carriers becoming service inventory brokers, the new Telecom 
Industry value chain looks something like the figure below: 
 
Figure 2 
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2. Impact of Change on business  
The telecommunication industry business has experienced exponential growth in the wireless segment. The entry of 
the private operators in telecommunication has resulted to reduced tariffs and number of mobile subscribers 
increased considerably. This has added more number of operators resulting cut throat competition. The rural markets 
in India also joined the mobile revolution. The Government of India has added the subsidy norms for providing 
services to remote villages resulted to the mobile service penetration to rural areas in the name of Village Public 
telephony (VPT).  All the operators had a strong focus on acquiring maximum number of subscribers with highest 
telecom market share. This led to innovation of new strategies of economic pricing. Value added services offering 
also enhanced the competition among the service providers. The bill tariff was reduced by the operators to grab 
more number of subscribers with the assessment of increased talk time leading to higher revenue. Actual situation 
found to be different with lowering trends in talk time and reduced profitability. Not only the reduced tariffs but the 
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India TRAI has imposed various charges either as penalty or other reasons 
affecting the overall financial health of the telecom operator .The technological advancement has a deep impact on 
the employee relations.   With this crisis of reduced profitability all operators initiated the market study and 
concluded for increase in tariff rates. Reduction in dealer margins, economic outsourcing of activities   , Customer 
categorization on the basis of revenue generation and   improvement in grade of services to ensure customer delight 
are some of the strategies being followed to stand by this situation. To overcome this situation in short span of time 
the telecom company will have to move away from providing basic telecom and value added services and have to 
become the solution service providers. These service providers should necessarily address the economic concerns of 
the customers along with multi utility long term service offers to the Top Corporates. 
3. Impact of Change in society  
Telecommunication services have changed the life of layman in India. The information exchange is possible at a 
faster rate. The employee information exchange communication is strengthened.  The telephone was treated as the 
luxurious item during the initial phase but now it is one of the basic needs of communication .Telephone .mobiles, 
data connections form a part of day to day activities in all the offices all across the country. Telecommunication video 
conference services have also added to the ease of online meetings with the leadership in company reducing the cost 
of travel and stay for all the parties involved. The social status improved a lot due to the telecommunication 
advancement in society. Nowadays telephonic interviews are also being conducted following the video conference 
interview wherein the employment offer is given to employee at the place.  This has considerably reduced the burden 
of handling personal interactions of all the candidates eligible for the particular job.  Online e leaning modules are 
available for the students perceiving studies in remote area as well as those pursuing higher education along with 
work . 
The major disadvantage of the changing technological advancement is that people may have very less scope of 
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personal interaction on official issues.  Instead of talking personally the employees share mails on systems keeping 
many people in loop causing the matter escalation to more number of people. This may complicate situation 
hampering the dialogue between the related parties. The employees need separate activity initiated by Human 
Resources for internal communication and dialogue.  The employee relations in telecommunication industry largely 
depend on the individual ownership. The different departments have different employees interacting with same 
customer for concerned product related query. In such case the employee from sales may feel disturbance caused by 
customer service employee or network service employee and so on. There is a scope for misunderstanding between 
the employees from different department due to lack of personal interaction. The initiatives such as leadership 
meetings with the employees within the departments and cross functional teams may control this to some extent.  
The social scenario changed a lot with the changing telecom services. The customer delight has become the centre 
of attraction for the company to procure maximum number of customers. This partly initiated the tendency of the 
unrealistic service expectations at times disturbing the service image of the company. 
4. Conclusion 
Hence telecommunication is continuously going through the change or upgrades which are adding value to the 
human life as well. The Business perspective and the social development have to go hand in hand in Indian market 
to ensure overall growth of the telecom service sector. There are positive and negative aspects for the developments 
in telecom service sectors and can be balanced by the strategic planning.  
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